
Movilift
Italian
Lifts



Movilift is the new word in 
the elevator field for complete 
lifts, controllers and spare 
parts. 

Founded in 1995, by Mr. 
Francesco Pietrodangelo, 
today is one of  the majors 
actors in the lift global market.
Francesco, thanks to its strong 
experience and knowledge 
was able to start a new 
challenge and improve the 
factory capacity in few years.
Movilift today is able to offer 
reliability and quality at the 
same time, worldwide.



The Group

Headquarter: 
Castellammare di Stabia, Naples

40 employees

R&D – Management – Sales –
Controller manufacturing - Warehouse

Production plant:
Bari, Apulia region

35 employees

Mechanical - cabins



The Group

Production plant:
Rome

10 employees

PCB printing – electronics
manufacturing

Production plant:
Caserta

8 employees

Operating panels manufacturing
Cabins



Expanding our business

Movilift today sells in more than 80 countries, and looks always for new partnerships. 

Relying on its direct offices and a dense network of dealers, we always manage to 
create more synergies and develop new markets.



1° Independent foreign company in Bangladesh for sales

1° Italian exporter in Latin America for modernizations

2° biggest controller manufacturer in Italy

Among the first choices in the UAE for residential lifts from Europe

1° Italian exporter in the African Market



Annual Turnover growth
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Like all companies, we have the ambition to be able to improve year after year.

A steadily growing turnover allows us to enhance our investments in R&D and 
product quality.



A good product starts from the packaging

When receive your delivery, the first 
thing you will see is the packaging. 

At Movilift we always study how to 
optimize the shipments, how pack the 
goods , ensuring you a safe delivery. 



Certificates

Our mission is to improve day by 
day our quality. 

Because of this ISO 9001:2008 is
our motto, and we got all the 
certificates needed for every
county.





Control boards developed from our R&D 
staff, and manufactured in Italy. 
We are able to offer every solution for 
every lift.

Exporting our electronics all over the 
world, we improve day by day our
boards  becoming protagonists in each 
market.



Movilift today offers a  complete pre-
wired solution using the best 
components from the market.

A smart prewiring helps you in cost
saving and times. 

We can also study mixed prewired
solutions (serial & wiring) according to 
your needings.



Lift is subjected to maintenance during the 
years. 

Movilift can supply also Drivers, Power
suppliers,  and more, not only with a complete 
package but also in spare parts. 

We always pay attention to the quality of our
components and give you our after sale service 
at any time.



With a manufacturing capacity of more 
than 3000 controllers per year, Movilift 
addresses its know-how to its partners, in 
a reliable and professional manner. 

Our production department is able to 
produce any kind of controller, using our
control boards and adopting the latest
technologies (Can-Bus), or proposing
wire per wire solutions.





Some of our modernizations worldwide

Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Centro commercial 11 paradas



Some of our modernizations worldwide

La Paz, Bolivia left
Guayaquil, Ecuador right



Some of our modernizations worldwide

Algers, Algeria



Some of our modernizations worldwide

La Paz, Bolivia left
Guayaquil, Ecuador right



Some of our modernizations worldwide

Bogota, Colombia left
Buenos Aires, Argentina centre
Punta Cana, Dominican Rep. right



COMPLETE LIFTS: Movilift exports its «Made in Italy» concept.

Cabins, doors, frames and more are carefully selected, always with the same
target: best quality at market prices. 



Buying a Movilift lift means:
- Italian quality
- have the possibility to 
customize according to your 
needs
- dealing with a manufacturer 
that produces more than 70% 
of all components
- choose a product appreciated 
in the world



100%Made in Italy, suitable for any type 
of architectural context.

It is distinguished by its silence, reliability, 
safety and ease of installation.

Divas is a safe elevator, in case of 
interruption of the mains supply, the 
machine automatically returns to the 
lowest floor.

Residential lift: DIVAS



Some worldwide installations

Yerevan, Armenia
National history Museum



Panama City
Ministry of security



Abu Dhabi
Residentialvilla



Punta Cana, Dominican Republic
Holiday resort



Hanoi, Vietnam
Private villa



Erbil, Iraq
Hospital



Mamaia, Romania
5 stars resort



Every year a part of 
our profit is 
automatically 
invested in research 
and development 
and in new products 
to offer to our 
partners and 
customers

New 
projects



ZERO ENERGY is an innovative 
product, unique in its kind.

Designed, developed and 
produced in Movilift, it is a 
photovoltaic lift that allows 
you to significantly reduce 
operating costs, thinking 
Green.

The two photovoltaic panels 
and the attached batteries 
allow the movement of the lift 
in total safety and comfort







AQUARIUS



ALADINO

Aladino is the smartest access 
controller developed by 
Movilift.

Biometric (fingerprint)

Badge reader

Keypad code

Web connected: 
You can monitor the lift travels 
number, and add / block users 
remotely



WE SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE

Movilift today has a multi lingual staff which
helps you in your inquiries, without stress. 

Being close to our partners means speak their
language, try to understand the market and 
provide the tools to achieve their targets. 

10 Sales Managers always available to attend
any request in several languages: 



Via Napoli, 350 80053 Castellammare di Stabia (NA)
Tel:  +39 081.871 36 46
Fax: +39 081.19308204
E-mail: europe@movilift.com
E-mail: sales3@movilift.com
VAT: 03971331214


